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INTRODUCTION 

This report presents three groups of data observed a t  shoreline stations along the west coast of North America from the 
Strait of Juan de Fuca, Washington, to La Jolla, California, during 1965. 

The first  group of data consists of both temperature and salinity monthly means, ranges and standard deviations based 
on daily observations. The second group consists of single observations taken once a month. 

Various agencies and volunteers have participated in the collection of these data. The agencies are: HopMns Marine 
Station, U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, U. S. Coast Guard, the California State Pa rk  System, Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company, and Scripps Institution of Oceanography of the University of California, San Diego. 

Wc are  indebted to all volunteer observers and to staff members of Scripps who have tabulated the data and compiled 
the statistics. 

All stations, excluding the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey stations, are  maintained in cooperation with the Scripps 
Institution. 

Temperatures a r e  taken by obtaining a sampla of water in a container, then measuring the temperature of the sample 
by immersion of a high-grade mercury thermometer supplied and calibrated by Scripps, Temperatures have been 
listed a s  reported with no attempt to screen or  eliminate observers1 errors .  

Scripps Pier, S. E, Farallon Island, and Balboa, California, temperature readings a r e  listed to .01 'C. 

Readings for Avila, California, were listed to 1°F;  for Neah Bay, Washington, and Crescent City, California, to 0.5'F, 
and for Santa Monica, San Clemente, and Ventura, California, to 0. 1°F.  These Fahrenheit readings have been con- 
verted and are  listed to the nearest .05'C equivalent. These conversions do not imply acouracy to .06 'C. 

Temperature readings for all other stations a re  listed to O.l°C. 

The assumption is made that the thermometer accuracies are  equivalent to the reading accuracies a s  noted. 

Salinities for Scripps Pier, Blunts Reef, S. E. Farallon Island, Pacific Grove, Ventura, Balboa, and San Clernente are  
obtained from sea-water samples in special salinity bottles supplied by Scripps. Water samples a r e  forwarded to 
Scripps once a month for determination by salinometer. Salinities a r e  listed in hundredths of a par t  per  thousand. 
Values of maximum salinities may possibly be in e r ro r  owing to evaporation o r  contamination of the samples in the 
bottles. 

Each month the U, S. Coast and Geodetic Survey sends to Scripps Institution daily temperature and density values from 
four tide stations which are  located a t  Neah Bay, Washington, and a t  Crescent City, Avila and Santa Monica, California. 
The density values a re  obtained by hydrometer and a re  converted a t  Scripps to salinity values listed in tenths of a part  
per  thousand. 

Temperature readings and water samples are  obtained from surf and sandy beaches, off rocky cliffs and ledges, over 
the sides of lightships and off piers, depending upon the station locations. 














































